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Inter-city hockey returns to WRC!

No residents object to ‘demo’ at 4898 de Maisonneuve

Council grants request for
demolition permit at hearing
By Laureen Sweeney
A demolition hearing regarding the
former office building at 4898 de Maisonneuve at Prince Albert October 7 concluded with the city’s Demolition Committee approving a permit request. This came
after exterior walls and roof had already
been torn down in June.
The decision, presented in a lengthy
resolution after a 30-minute deliberation
process by the council, was based in part
on “the public interest” and that the nature
of the demolition, though “illegal,” was not
expected to change the final outcome of
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the condo project that was already approved and is already sold out.
As well, the hearing heard that only one
letter had been received by the city during
a 10-day written consultation process and
this was favourable to the awarding of a
demolition permit.
The council decision was based on criteria in the city’s demolition by-law, whereas
a recommended “refusal” from the city’s
Planning Advisory Committee (PAC) was
based on the architectural value of the Category II building typified primarily by the
exterior walls, which were
to disappear in any event continued on p. 6
Members of the M11/U11 AA Westmount Wings celebrate on the ice at the Westmount recreation
centre (WRC) following the team’s second-period goal October 16 against the Pierrefonds Barracudas, which put the Wings on the scoreboard. It was the first inter-city hockey game at the WRC
since the start of the pandemic in March 2020. See story, p. 21.
Photo: Martin C. Barry

Proﬁles of two more candidates for District 1, p. 7
Marcy Katz
Jane Silverstone Segal
District 7 contested by Neil Hopley

Calls for preserving park,
ﬁxing lanes & sound barrier
By Laureen Sweeney
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Neil Hopley’s bid for the District 7 council seat is based on preserving Westmount
Park, repairing patched-up lanes, greening
the graffiti-laced sound barrier at the end
of Abbott (his street), and a commitment
to work with and for his constituents.
“In no way do I want to be considered
a politician, nor do I intend to be a politi-
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cian,” he told the Independent last week.
“I’m not going to speak in carefully defined
legal words that may come across as robotic and without emotion.”
As a 3D designer, his own broadcast design company has allowed him to travel to
many countries, experiencing other cultures and ways of life, he said.
“This experience gave
me a stronger appreci- continued on p. 10
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Woman assisted with
ailing dog at the WAG

Loud noise traced,
ﬁxed by oﬃcers

Public Security was called October 13
for assistance with a dog that seemed
suddenly sick at the Westmount Athletic
Grounds, department officials said.
When officers arrived at 3:44 pm, they
learned from dog’s owner that it had lain
down, was unable to get up and were asked
for permission for the woman to bring her
car into the park to take the dog to a vet.
Instead, officers came to the rescue by lifting it into their patrol car and driving the
dog and owner to her home nearby so she
could take it for medical care.

A woman living on de Maisonneuve
called Public Security October 12 at 6:59
pm asking for help unplugging her stove,
which appeared to be making a loud noise.
When patrollers arrived, they found the
noise coming from a fan over the stove. Officials said they were able to bend back the
metal blade that had been rubbing against
the grate and the noise ceased. The woman
was described as “very grateful.”

Confused person found,
helped by Public Security
A confused person at the 5 Saisons store
on Greene Ave. October 13 at 12:39 pm was
tracked down by a city parking inspector
as she sat at a picnic table outside the Bank
of Montreal across the intersection. Public
Security officials said officers who responded questioned her about her medical
condition, was told she was taking antidepressants and was hungry.
She had gone to get food but found she
had no money to pay for it. Described as
over 80 years of age, she was left in the care
of police.

Letters, p. 8
Art Scene: Schweitzer
donates to VAC, p. 12
Police Report, p. 21
Pet Page, p. 24
Retail Review:
S16 gallery, p. 28
infoWestmount, p. 20

IT’S ALL ABOUT
THE CLIENT EXPERIENCE
CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
“Rochelle went above and beyond to help

     
committed to ensuring that the journey
was a successful and enjoyable one!”
- D. & A., Buyer & Seller, Westmount

Overpass hit by
‘yet another’ truck!
A truck on Greene Ave. was reported to
have hit the railway overpass, this time October 13 at 8:43 am, Public Security officials
said. It was another in a long string of such
incidents attributed recently to work being
done on St. Antoine St., which has been
closed to traffic (see story October 12, p.
3). See more coverage on p. 18-19 of this edition.

Naked man tracked
down in Summit Woods
Summit Woods was searched by public
safety officers and police October 12 after
a woman who had seen a naked man reported the incident at 7:47 pm, Public Security officials said.
Not giving up after a “complete” search
ended with no one being found, public
safety officers contacted the complainant,
who accompanied them back to the area
where she had seen the man.
They located him completely naked and
very cold. He was described as having been
diagnosed with schizophrenia, had consumed a large amount of cannabis and
feared he was having a panic attack.
He was taken to the patrol vehicle to
await police, who were called back and
were reported to be taking him to the Jewish General Hospital. It was not known
where he lived.
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Ville-Marie - Beautifully appointed, modern (built 2014) with
2 bedrooms & 1 bathroom unit. Close to McGill with metro
nearby. Open space kitchen, central AC, large walk-in. Garage
& locker included. MLS 12329524

Ville-Marie - This luxuriously appointed penthouse (15th ﬂoor)
offers over 5,000 ft² of living space, all on the same level with
4 bedrooms, 3+1 bathrooms, & 4 garages plus a spacious
balcony on each corner. MLS 19721226
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Preparing to not be snowed in
By Laureen Sweeney
Getting out the snow shovel may not be
on most people’s “to do” list right now, but
the city wasn’t taking any chances at the
council’s last regular meeting of its mandate October 4.
That’s when tender bids were approved
for the winter of 2021-2022 for towing services as well as removing snow in lanes
and municipal parking lots.
The bid from Dave’s Towing was approved at a maximum amount of $95,695
including taxes, of which $21,837 is for the
2021 fiscal year.
The renewal option of a contract for

The ﬁnest retirement lifestyle
is available at...

snow clearing in lanes was authorized for
the winter season at a minimum guaranteed amount of $210,000 and a maximum
of $349,843 including taxes. It went to Les
Excavations Super Inc.
The same contractor received the okay
for removing snow in various parking lots
at a maximum amount of $86,461 for the
season. An amount of $19,822 including
taxes applies to this fiscal year and the bid
was the lower of two.
At the council meeting September 9, the
city also purchased three snow plows as
well as approving tenders for the installation of a refrigerated rink and a formal toboggan run (see story September 28, p. 1).

City hall on January 22, covered in snow. Fast forward: Personnel there have been preparing several
months for this coming winter.
Photo: Independent.

Demonstration –
We reject Bill 96

Girouard (NDG) Park

Westmount’s
Good living comes with age.
Why not retire in perfect elegance and ultimate
comfort? Our caring staff will tend to all your needs
24 hours every single day.
Please call us about our NEWLY RENOVATED LUXURIOUS SUITES.

4430 St. Catherine West
514-935-1212 – www.placekensington.com
A DIVISION OF THE FAIRWAY GROUP

(Cenotaph northwest of
Girouard & Sherbrooke St. West in NDG)

October 24 – 1 to 2 pm
We – English, French, members of the cultural
communities, and Inuit and First Nations – oppose the
strengthening of Bill 101 and the further assault on
individual rights and freedoms. We want to live in
harmony without needless division and acrimony.
The event will be socially distanced and people are asked
to wear masks. There will be three or four speakers,
followed by a Q&A session.
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City of Montreal lawyers to be consulted

Penalty for ‘illegal’ 4898 demolition in $5,000-$50,000 range: assistant DG Larue
By Laureen Sweeney
While the fine for removing more than
50 percent of 4898 de Maisonneuve was
still under review last week, according to

Michel Larue, assistant city director general, he provided insight into how the
amount may be determined.
Article 35 of Westmount’s By-law 1317
concerning demolition will he used, he

said. “Therefore the offender is liable to a
fine of not less than $5,000 nor more than
$50,000.”
In the current case, because the city
council had not decided on an amount, it
also stated in the council resolution that
the offender must be “sanctioned.” The
resolution also proposed that “fines related
to illegal demolition work be substantially
increased as a result of powers recently

granted to Quebec municipalities under
the Act respecting land use planning and
development.”
In this case, however, Westmount will
discuss the matter with city of Montreal attorneys, as it has since the demergers with
statements of offence of similar degree of
importance, because it is they who are assigned to treat Westmount’s court cases at
the municipal level, Larue explained.

Demolition, cont’d from p. 1
in the final project.
While the council “will never tolerate illegal demolition work,” the resolution
stated “it is proposed that fines be substantially increased,” Councillor Conrad Peart
stated in reading the decision.
In this case, “a penalty will indeed be
assessed,” Peart told the Independent as
urban planning commissioner for permits
and architecture. “The scope of the penalty
will be assessed by the Urban Planning department,” he explained (see separate story,
above).

The site on October 18. Nothing happening yet.
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How the meeting unfolded
The Zoom meeting began with a presentation from Youki Chopras, of the Urban
Planning department, including the proposed development that had already been
approved two years ago.
Developer Noam Schnitzer followed.
He explained that once the exterior brick
had been removed during the recent work,
it was discovered on site by his engineer
that exposed terracotta blocks and aerated
concrete panels comprising the roof slab
endangered public safety and had to be removed.
This resulted from the poor condition
of these components, as noted at the work
site and in the engineer’s report, and their
removal pushed the allowable demolition
without a demolition permit over the 50percent amount and caused the city to

close down the work June 18.
“Everything happened very quickly,”
Schnitzer said.
Councillor Marina Brzeski of District 5,
where the project is located, said she felt
“uncertain” about the project’s continued
work given the proximity of the bike path,
and a dense population. “What will you do
to clean up your act and ensure less disruption of residents?” she asked.
Not one complaint
Schnitzer quickly objected to her remark, saying that the work done by his
crew had not generated a single complaint
and that public safety was his prime concern.
Brzeski then said, “I can retract ‘clean
up your act.’”
Among many standard conditions included in the council decision is that a
mandatory monetary guarantee be provided before the issuance of a demolition
permit – in this case for $444,635 – to be
released on substantial completion of the
project. Construction work must also be
started within 12 months of the issuance
of the permit.
Because the Demolition Committee
consists of the entire city council, the decision rendered October 7 formed a special
sitting and a final decision of the council
before its dissolution the next day for the
municipal election November 7.
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Marcy Katz runs for District 1

Seeking timely solutions
part of her career work in retail

Marcy Katz on October 14.

By Laureen Sweeney
In her professional retail experience as
a buyer and sales manager over the last 20
years, Marcy Katz says that listening to customers and responding quickly to changing needs are strengths she hopes to bring
to city council in her bid to represent District 1.
“Being in retail my whole life, responsiveness is part of being a good buyer and
I feel this can be translated into the political environment,” she told the Independent
last week. “Priority spending is important
to me, such as the repairs to the summit
lookout. Or having a plan of action to curb
speeding.”
Part of what she hopes to do is getting
ahead with needed work such as streets
and sidewalks that “have to be made safe
and secure” and investigate new ways of
balancing the budget to make it happen in
a timely manner. “People’s needs have to
be addressed.”
She said this means speeding up the
time it takes for study-based decisions such
as what is taking place in the lingering disrepair of summit lookout’s broken concrete structure.
Many of the electoral platform items
that she lists for District 1 also apply
throughout the city, she said: increased
street and infrastructure work, its financing, and finding responses to citizens’
needs and questions.
The Blvd. is a paramount concern
Curbing speeding on The Boulevard, in
particular, is one of her platform priorities.

Photo: Independent.

“If the city has to depend on scarce [Montreal] police resources,” then ways have to
be found to do it locally, she contends. As
a District 1 resident of The Boulevard, she
said, its upcoming proposed reconstruction is a paramount concern.
On many streets throughout the city,
she advocates for the installation of speed
“cushions,” a softer type of deterrent than
speed humps/bumps, and more raised intersections and bump-outs. She also wants
street work to be undertaken at one time,
rather than spaced over two years when
some underground sewer and water projects are completed in one year followed
by road reconstruction the next.
If finding the money for infrastructure
is an issue, she said, then she suggests borrowing at current low interest rates, a
possibility also proposed by Mayor Christina Smith after her acclamation (see story
October 5, p. 6).
Katz, who grew up in Côte St. Luc, graduated from McGill in commerce and proceeded into a retail career at Caplan Duval
and then at the Linen Chest for 10 years.
There, she worked as director of corporate
sales and buyer until starting up and running her own retail enterprise called Galerie M for another 10 years. “It was my
baby,” she said (see story on its 10th anniversary, September 25, 2018, p. 15). It
closed in 2019.
Now, she added, she has the time and
expertise to translate this experience to city
services. “I feel I have a lot to contribute.”
Also running in District 1 are Antonio
D’Amico (see story October 5, p. 12) and
Jane Silverstone Segal (profile at right).

Please see paper archive and
note that the interviewee has
run a correction in our July 5,
2022 issue (p. 25).
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Letters to the editor
Why narrow Greene?
In reference to the story “Kez runs on
record” (October 5, p. 1), conveniently
omitted from the story was any reference
to Kez’s* “improvements” on Greene Ave.
I’ve lived in Westmount for 20 years and
never have I seen this kind of traffic congestion on Greene, due of course to Kez’s
and the council’s decision to reduce traffic
to one lane.
How is this acceptable? Are 40+ picnic
tables and benches, with a seating capacity
of over 200, really necessary? Traffic is
backed up dozens of times a day, parking
is much more difficult because there’s less
room to maneuver, and the lack of pedestrian visibility by the crosswalks is in violation of the highway code.
All this is of course completely unnecessary, as there are never more than 10
to 15 people total using the tables, negating
the need for placing 40+ tables/benches.
In fact, there are always more people making use of the wonderful public square by
5 Saisons than sitting at the picnic tables.
Both the Public Works department and
traffic enforcement officers receive constant complaints about the state of affairs
on Greene, despite council’s insistence that
feedback has been positive. As the election
approaches, I sincerely hope Kez will explain why the city opted for the most disruptive option in trying to add seating capacity to the street and why it’s so necessary

to have eliminated a traffic lane given all
the issues that have resulted.
Anil Singh, de Maisonneuve Blvd.
*Editor’s note: For clarity, councillors do not
control every city action that happens in
their respective districts. Indeed, in our
main story on this year’s Greene Ave. plan
(April 13, p. 1) and the main one from last
year (June 16, 2020, p. 1), I do not see any
mention of Councillor Kathleen Kez. In addition, Greene Ave. above de Maisonneuve
is not even in her district. On the other
hand, I don’t remember her opposing these
projects and she is a part of the council that
implemented them. She is welcome to
write to explain her involvement in these
decisions and view of them (maximum 300
words). – DP.

Artificial turf?
I can’t believe there is still an argument
for artificial turf. Nor can I believe a paediatrician (September 21, p. 27) would want
us to rip out grass to install a product with
roughly the same thermal effect as asphalt.
Our children’s future is already too hot.
If a child needs more exercise, we can
walk up to the summit and along the cool
shady paths. Let them run around and get
to see nature. There are many exercise options for kids.
Chasing a ball on a hot plastic surface
on a hot summer day is not something any
of us need. Thank you to Westmount for
holding out for a more natural surface.
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For those reading online: https://wateruseitwisely.com/saving-water-outdoors/
grass-artificial-turf/10-reasons-why-artificial-turf-may-not-be-what-youre-lookingfor/ or go to wateruseitwisely.com and look
up artificial turf.
You can also search scholarly articles on
the thermal effects of artificial turf. It’s not
the solution you think it is.
Penny Arsenault, St. Catherine St.

PAC supports, then
opposes, development –
why work this way?
There is serious dysfunction in the city’s
policies and practices regarding its relationship with developers and their projects.
Missed opportunities and delayed development are often the outcome, with Albert
Square at 4898 de Maisonneuve the latest
example. This costs everyone money. Westmount’s tax base is restricted and tax revenues are deferred or completely lost. Developers face expensive delays with high
carrying costs and increased construction
bills.
Nobody wins.
The October 7 demolition hearing on
4898 de Maisonneuve highlights the problem. At this hearing, council overruled our
Planning and Advisory Committee’s recommendation to deny the demolition of
the brick exterior. In support of its proposed refusal, PAC highlighted “the loss
of unique architectural character including
the modernist addition and the loss of
character-defining elements.”
Yet two years ago, PAC supported this
identical project, with the same character
losses deemed acceptable at that time.
Then, the developer was limited to a 50percent demolition. On October 7, full
demolition was requested, albeit after the
fact. The net difference between the two
different permit requests was an extra pile
of bricks from the office building coupled
with bad feeling, recrimination, construc-

Editor’s note

Letters to the editor
policy for end of
election period
In keeping with our practice during
the previous three municipal election
campaigns, letters to the editor published in our last issue (November 2) before the November 7 election that mention a candidate will be shown to that candidate for possible rebuttal in the same
issue. There will be no second “right of
reply” to this possible reply. – DP

tion delays and disappointed buyers.
The frustration among council members during the hearing was palpable. One
councillor was reduced to disparaging the
architects, describing their design as
“mediocre.” In fact, the project was entirely
pre-sold. Apparently, all the buyers were
happy with the design.
According to Larry Beasley, the eminent
Vancouver urban planner, a community is
best served by having all participants in development align their self-interests and reconcile any differences. Participants include
the city administration, developers, design
architects, community organizations and
residents. They all work together, build
mutual trust and collaborate. Clearly, this
is absent in Westmount. The critical southeast project, back on the table again, will
be a major test of our competence.
Vancouver went through the same difficulties but is now renowned for urban excellence, notably in design. Mr. Beasley
and his team played an instrumental role
in revamping the process of development.
Westmount knows him well. Let’s invite
him back to guide us to better outcomes.
Denis Biro, Burton Ave.

Fix Westmount Park’s
east-west path, don’t
build pedestrian ‘speedway’
Just a note to say that I am in complete
agreement with the view of Marjorie Griffin (letter to the editor, September 28, p.
10) that the current east-west pathway that
travels past the gazebo and the Shakespeare in the Park area westward from
Melville Ave across the park to Lansdowne
Ave. should be upgraded and improved
rather than be removed in favour of a proposed pedestrian pathway to be built parallel to the existing bike path.
In her letter she states: “If there are pedestrians who might be upset about taking
two and a half minutes longer to get from
Melville to Lansdowne, I suggest that there
is something wrong with the pedestrians,
not something wrong with the park.”
Actually, I have timed myself several
times crossing the park from Melville to
Lansdowne walking along both the existing
pathway and the bike path and the transit
times for each were essentially identical,
roughly 3 minutes and 50 seconds (see
letter to the Independent, August 24, p. 9).
See also the letter by Francisco Gonzalez
in the August 10 issue (p. 10), who came
up with a virtually identical transit time.
The major complaint about the existing
path is that in winter the lowered stretch
of the path as it passes the grassy Shakespeare in the Park area accumulates water
and slush because of inadequate drainage
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Candidate replies

Letters to the editor
and footing becomes treacherous. It is difficult to believe that this problem could not
be rectified and at a cost far less than installing the proposed pathway along the
bike path.
It would be very useful to have a professional assessment done by a civil engineer
qualified to evaluate such issues. To my
knowledge, no such study has been undertaken by the city.
Another issue described in detail by Jo
LaPierre (August 17, p. 16) is the considerable damage to the surroundings incurred
by forcing a bike/pedestrian corridor of approximately seven meters in width along
the tennis courts, soccer fields, the gazebo
area and the dog run. As she points out, this
will necessitate cutting down mature trees,
moving street lamps and possibly having to
move portions of the tennis courts, the
soccer field fences and the dog run.
All of this is necessary to provide a pedestrian “speedway” which in fact will not
really improve pedestrian transit times
across the park? Beats me.
Peter Weldon, Academy Rd.

No to Stantec’s
Westmount Park revamp
I am writing today to register my objection to the proposed overhaul of Westmount Park. I have viewed Stantec’s presentation many times via YouTube and
walked the beautiful paths of the park,
copies of artist’s renderings and engineering drawings in hand, trying to understand
the rationale behind the radical changes
proposed. Aside from the urgent and
necessary repairs, and the painfully lacking
remedial maintenance, the park in its present incarnation is just as it should be. It’s
perfect.
I cannot find a single good reason to go
ahead with any of the fanciful and costly
exercise that is before the new council for
consideration.
By far the worst element is the so-called
naturalization of the pond, designed to distance park-goers as much as possible from
it, a rather jarring concept in itself when
you consider how much enjoyment parkgoers derive from being close to the lagoon
and its charming byways.
Gone [in the proposal] is the well-loved
path that runs southwest of the bridge and
parallels the shoreline, a great loss for safe
observation of the pond’s aquatic life at
close view. This would be missed in particular by the parents, grandparents and
their youngsters who flock to that spot on
weekend outings for a sight of the park’s
beloved ducks.
Gone as well is the idyllic view of the
peninsula, with its beautiful trees and

alluring serenity, evoking in my romantic
mind a mysterious island just across the
water. It should be noted that, contrary to
the proposal’s statement, the existing
shoreline path is neither dangerous nor in
poor condition – there is a safety railing,
the original brick has been resurfaced in
asphalt following complaints about loose
bricks, and the southern margin is bordered by a solid shelf of granite blocks.
Finally, of particular concern to me is
the pedestrian crossing of the cyclist path
leading to the tennis courts and exiting the
park at Academy Rd., where I happen to
live. I have waited, a visibly senior grayhaired lady, to get across that path more
times than I can remember.
With the rare exception, cyclists speed
on by, at times directing a rueful smile my
way, with others brandishing their third
finger at the utter nerve of a pedestrian attempting to interrupt their flow. I’m afraid
the present solution as proposed is a fantasy. It will take compelling signage or
physical intervention a couple of hundred
feet east and west of the crossing to assure
compliance.
On a positive note, the park’s horticulturalists and gardeners deserve the highest
marks for the gorgeous vegetation and
plantings that grace the park in all seasons.
We are truly blessed to have these talented
people add such beauty to our all-too-often
mundane lives.
Jane McGarrigle, Academy Rd.

Aronson replies
to resident Kovitch
Thank you, Ingrid, for raising these important issues (letter, October 12, p. 6).
COVID-19 has cost us all dearly – in
terms of our physical and mental health,
our livelihoods and our social cohesion. In
the recovery, there are opportunities to address systemic issues in numerous areas
and build a new course for the society we
wish to foster for our collective future. I
know we are up to the challenge.
The hard work of our health care
workers has sustained us. I’m grateful for
them, and the highly trained, dedicated
scientists who produced a safe, reliable vaccine in record time. I was so relieved when
I got vaccinated, I admit I shed a few tears
knowing I’d done my part.
With close to 85 percent of Quebecers
over 12 fully vaccinated, we’re winning the
battle – but this war isn’t over yet. We must
remain vigilant, continue to follow public
health measures and encourage the remaining vaccine-hesitant hold-outs to get
the best medical advice possible. Until our
children are vaccinated, the risk of variants
remains, and we must work together to
protect those who cannot be inoculated.

Keep on with real
estate column
I’m with you [re: September 21 editorial,
p. 8]. Please keep publishing a local real estate insightful column.
Sébastien Dincau, Grosvenor Ave.

Bentley dated!

We welcome your letters
We welcome your letters but reserve the
right to choose and edit them. Please limit
to 300 words and submit before Friday
10 am to be considered for publication
the following week.
email us at:
editor@westmountindependent.com

ÉLECTIONS MUNICIPALES
À WESTMOUNT
WESTMOUNT
MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS

People, not greenhouses
$6 million more to repair greenhouse?
Outrageous, disgusting, unacceptable.
Save lives: repair the roads and sidewalks.
Where are your priorities?
Trudy Asch, Lansdowne Ave.

I know we are all concerned about the
climate crisis: It is real, it is here, and we
must address it as a community-wide
emergency. We are running out of time.
We must take bold, decisive action at all
levels of government to adopt measures to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions immediately and to plan for the challenges “bakedin” by decades of inaction.
There is a lot we can do locally: revising
by-laws on zoning, land use, building and
renovations, investing in infrastructure
and incentivizing the use of alternative
energy sources.
If you or any readers would like more
information, please visit www.aronson.ca
or email me at matt@aronson.ca
Matt Aronson, Melville Ave.
& candidate – District 7

LE 7 NOVEMBRE 2021

NOVEMBER 7, 2021

RENCONTREZ
LES CANDIDATS

MEET THE
CANDIDATES

5 DISTRICTS - 11 CANDIDATS
MERCREDI 27 OCTOBRE 2021
À 19H

5 DISTRICTS - 11 CANDIDATES
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 27, 2021
AT 7 PM

Modérateur : Beryl Wajsman
Il y aura une période de questions.

Moderator: Beryl Wajsman
There will be a question period.

VICTORIA HALL

VICTORIA HALL

4626, rue Sherbrooke Ouest
Ouvert à tous

4626 Sherbrooke Street West
Open to all

Présenté par / Presented by

Passeport vaccinal du Québec obligatoire
Quebec vaccine passport mandatory
The owner of the Bentley photographed
for last week’s paper (p. 19) contacted us
and told us it was made in 1937. He has
owned it since 2006.

Un lien Zoom sera disponible.
A Zoom link will be made available.

Information: meet-candidates@wma-amw.org
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Hopley, cont’d from p. 1

CARPET/RUG
CLEANING
SPECIALISTS
ORIENTAL RUGS:
NEW AND ANTIQUE
hand wash and repairs

COVID CLEAN h
ALL CARPETS
AND FURNITURE

g

SERVING WESTMOUNTERS
WITH OUTSTANDING
SERVICE AND WORKMANSHIP
FOR 35 YEARS!

514-825-5500
zourikcleaning@gmail.com

Neil Hopley on October 14.

Photo: Independent.

Contactivity Centre for Seniors presents:

ation for Canada and our Western democracy that allows every one of us to have the
rights and freedoms that it provides.”
This is one of his motivations for running for office, he explained.
His most important issue, he said, is
the preservation of Westmount Park where
“it would be a travesty to alter it any more.”
Only repairs to the infrastructure such as
updating and repairing worn material
“would be appropriate in my view.”
Next on his list is turning the prototype
sound barrier at the foot of Abbott into a
green wall, for which he collected names
on a petition to the city several years ago.
This would hide the graffiti, most of which
is painted on the other side of the transparent wall. He has also used his digital
skills to depict how it would look covered
with vines.
“We were told the sound barrier would
be removed since the highway was going
to be lowered,” he explained. “Nothing ever
came of it and we’ve been living with it ever
since.” (The city is in court against Transport Quebec seeking a permanent sound
barrier on the highway between the rail
line and the roadway.)
Over recent years, “neighbours and I
have seen a gradual decline in the roads
and laneways,” Hopley said. In a district of
so many lanes, many have been patched
so often that now water and melting snow
collect and enter his own garage, for example. “I understand that snow removal

comes with a price, but our lanes haven’t
been done for so long.”
Born and raised in NDG, Hopley went
to Saint Ignatius of Loyola and Marymount
Academy and graduated high school at
Chateauguay’s Howard S. Billings. He attended Dawson College and completed formal 3D design training at College InterDec.
“My family and I moved to Westmount
in 2009, fully valuing the beautiful architectural heritage, beautiful parks and the
coming recreational centre, where I have
played in the Executive Hockey league for
many years.
“We quickly felt the sense of community and connected with the families of
Westmount.” His son now plays in the
city’s competitive youth hockey.
Hoping to be accommodated
Asked if he was planning to explain his
platform at the upcoming Meet the Candidates meeting October 27 at Victoria Hall,
Hopley said he was uncertain about how
he might be “accommodated to do this remotely since I’m not yet vaccinated.” Westmount requires this for access to all its facilities. Hopley said he is looking forward
to the availability of a plant-based vaccine
called Medicago that he hopes will come
this winter.
Matt Aronson is also running for election to represent District 7 (see story May
25, p. 1).

K.E.Y. (Keep Educating Yourself) live Zoom Lecture Series:
Register for presentations by suppliers of services and resources of
interest to seniors and their families, neighbours, or caregivers.
Free and open to all. More topics will be covered in the New Year.
□ N.O.V.A. Home Care 1:00 PM Thursday Oct. 28th, 2021?
(Register by Monday October 25)

NOVA Home Care has been offering crucial support for over
120 years. Whether it’s palliative care (free of charge) or Home
Care services on a sliding scale, this organization has important
programs in place.
□ Tel-Aide 1:00 PM Thursday November 25, 2021
(Register by Monday November 22)

Loneliness, emotional distress, strained relationships, addiction,
stress at work. These are few of the instances when a person in
distress may need an active listener. Learn about the bilingual
helpline that has been serving Montrealers for 50 years.

Coiffure Jean John
RONDA BLY
ESTATE SALES

4897 Sherbrooke, Westmount

514-486-6261

CERTIFIED APPRAISER

Expert Evaluations
Full Professional Setups
Complete Cleanup Available

514 236-4159
www.rondably.com
The Gold Standard in Estate Sales Since 1998

Homme
Men

Femme Enfants
Women Children

Register online at www.contactivitycentre.org
No internet? Lectures can also be accessed with a basic landline
phone. Call Contactivity Centre’s Outreach worker Fiona Smith
for details: 438-920-3460.
Funded by the Ministry of Health and Social Services under the I.T.M.A.V. program.

Contactivity Centre
4695 de Maisonneuve Blvd W.
Westmount, corner Lansdowne

514 932-2326 | contactivitycentre.org

We welcome your letters
We welcome your letters but reserve the right to choose and edit them.
Please limit to 300 words and submit before Friday 10 am to be
considered for publication the following week.
email us at: editor@westmountindependent.com
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Rage or garage?

Hallowe’en is less than two weeks away!

This sign is in NDG on Claremont Ave. below Sherbrooke, but visible from Westmount. It is not
known if the covering-up of the “gar” is intentional.
Photo: Independent.

LAVAL/VIMONT
Beautiful family home with high ceilings,
large windows, mahogany ﬁnishes, granite
ﬂoors and a spacious backyard. Located in
the peaceful neighbourhood of Vimont, Laval.
Close to schools, parks, public transportation,
grocery stores, shops and Cité de la Santé
Hospital.

$1,175,000

Centris #18858739

Bunny Berke
R E A L

E S T A T E

B R O K E R

bberkeprofusion@gmail.com

514.347.1928
PROFUSION REALTY INC. - REAL ESTATE AGENCY
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Westmount
Art Scene

Schweitzer donates 75th anniversary collage to Visual Arts

Heather Black
Artist John Schweitzer recently donated
a collage, “VAC : LXXV [MMXXI],” to the
Visual Arts Centre on Victoria Ave. Shown
at the Clay Roots exhibition at the McClure
Gallery in September, the gift was made in
honour of outgoing executive director Natasha Reid.
Anniversary collage
Composed of VAC ephemera – letterhead, envelope and invitation – within an
antique frame, the colourful collage was
appraised at $70,000. Created for the
centre’s 75th anniversary, Schweitzer commented: “In this post-COVID world, supporting our arts communities and institutions is more important than ever. I hope
to inspire others to do the same.”
Schweitzer, who maintains a studio in
Westmount Square, is no stranger to the
Visual Arts Centre.
In 2001, a solo retrospective of his work,
The Shapes of Time: 1991-2001, was held at
the McClure Gallery.
Appreciative of recent and past VAC collaborations, Schweitzer praised Reid, say-

Natasha Reid and John Schweitzer on October 14.

514-933-4141
Serving Westmount and
Montreal families with the
highest quality of homecare.
At home, in residences, in
hospitals for over 20 years.

John Schweitzer, Hanane El-Makhad and Hatice Sagirdak at RBC Westmount Square on June 10.
Photo courtesy of Robert Poirier.

Contactivity Centre seeking Grocery Volunteers
Interested in helping out in your community? Contactivity is seeking
volunteers to shop for and deliver groceries to isolated seniors in
Westmount. Having a car is ideal. Our members deeply appreciate
the level of care and friendliness that volunteers have to share. If
you’re interested, please leave a message (call/text) with Michael
Nolan at this special dedicated phone line: 438-699-9927.

Contactivity Centre
4695 de Maisonneuve Blvd W.
Westmount, corner Lansdowne

contactivitycentre.org

ing “I was impressed by Natasha’s grace
and consummate professionalism.”
Reid said: “We are thrilled to have an
original John Schweitzer collage. It’s a wonderful marker of our celebratory year and
I feel privileged that the work is donated
in my honour.”
Appointed in 2017, Reid will leave the
Visual Arts Centre in November to join the
faculty of education at the University of
Victoria.
Earlier this year, Schweitzer was presented with an RBC Artist Response to
COVID award at the Royal Bank in Westmount Square by the new branch manager
Hanane El-Makhad, one of several artist
awards.
Former branch manager Hatice Sagirdak said: “We love supporting artists in our
community. It’s part of the RBC vision.”
The award was presented June 10 for
Schweitzer’s sunflower collage “Rainbow
Rebus” (see October 20, 2020, p. 21) – now
in the lobby of the Delrose Retirement
Residence in Delhi, Ontario.
A collective project, each resident – including the artist’s mother – pasted paper
petals or leaves to create a colourful design.
Schweitzer is also well-known as a philanthropist. Commissioned for themebased collages by Sunnybrook and Mount
Sinai hospitals in Toronto, the artist subsequently donated both works. Another recent gift was to his alma mater, Western
University – evaluated at $4 million –
which included his six-panel narration, The
Erehwön Cycle, as well as work by international artists Henry Moore and Robert
Maplethorpe from his private collection.
Schweitzer is currently working on a
new series entitled Nero. Described by the
artist as an exploration of “the metaphorical properties of the colour black with allusions to the notion of evil,” this theme
deviates from earlier utopian or Arcadian
subjects. With 15 series to his credit,
Schweitzer is recognized for his artistic
ability as well as generosity.
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VILLE-MARIE | MLS 25573952

E XCE PT
PTII O N A L HOMES

»

RECENTLY REDUCED
$1,299,000

$749,000

Modern smart home, Estérel
BED: 4 BATH: 2 MLS 19958244

Melanie Clarke*

450.694.0678

$6,400,000

$1,198,000

$1,550,000

Pristine. Waterviews.
Sainte-Anne-de-Bellevue

Design Marvel, Westmount

Waterfront residence,
Mont-Tremblant

Exceptional residence, Batiscan

BED: 2 BATH: 1 MLS 24637007
Louise Jackson* Susanne Stelmashuk Chernin*
Diane Stelmashuk *
514.944.6066

Kaufman Group†

BED: 6 BATH: 4 MLS 28201966

514.379.1333

Pina Pizzi*

«

E XC E PTI ON A L H OM ES

BED: 3 BATH: 2+1 MLS 16092370

BED: 3 BATH: 1 MLS 28960941

Esther Mercier **

819.357.5839

514.781.4826

»

SOLD

Custom all brick home, Saint-Lazare
BED: 4 BATH: 3

Linda Noseworthy *

514.830.2288

$1,450,000

$755,000

$419,000

$3,650,000

Spectacular architectural home,
Sainte-Anne-des-Lacs

Waterfront oasis,
Pierrefonds-Roxboro

Beautifully renovated,
Mont-Tremblant

Amazing waterfront home,
L’Île-Cadieux

BED: 4 BATH: 3+1 MLS 24723879

BED: 2 BATH: 1 MLS 20341865

BED: 3 BATH: 2 MLS 19902847

BED: 3 BATH: 2+1 GAR: 2 MLS 23650260

Jill Shpritser **

Jessica Lombard*

Cody Ratcliffe 

Monique Assouline*

514.691.0800

«

514.476.9700

E XC E PTI ON A L H OM ES

819.429.1834

514.219.5897

»

INTRODUCING
$3,500,000

$1,950,000

$2,798,000

$1,895,000

$1,150,000

Important waterfront, Dorval

Luxurious residence, Beaconsﬁeld

Waterfront wonder, Laval-sur-le-lac

Renovated home, Mont-Royal

Contemporary cottage, Lac-Brome

BED: 5 BATH: 4

BED: 4 BATH: 4+1 MLS 17792435

BED: 5 BATH:5+2 MLS 23104370

BED: 4 BATH: 2+1 MLS 20083932

BED: 3 BATH: 2 MLS 23901653

Cassandra Aurora**

Brigitte Cohen 
514.963.5324
Susan Lloyd (Leduc)* 438.882.8088

Vincent Chaput *

Marie-Piers Barsalou** 450.577.0272
Johanne Meunier * 514.926.5626

Barbara Baudinet**

514.825.9890

GOLDEN SQUARE MILE

WESTMOUNT

514.293.2277

WEST ISLAND

LAVAL

MONT-TREMBLANT

LAC-BROME

Real Estate Agency. Independently owned and operated. *Listed price.

514.264.3555

QUEBEC CITY

TORONTO

VANCOUVER
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Celebrating 15 years
of excellence in
Quebec
S OT H E BYS R E A LT Y . CA
GATINEAU | MLS 20083683

«

EXC EPTIONAL HO
EXCEPTIONAL
HOMES
MES

SOLD

PRESTIGIOUS UNITS

»

INTRODUCING

INTRODUCING

$13.500/mo

$1,385,000

$2,498,000

$798,000

Architectural marvel, Westmount

Unique penthouse, Ville-Marie

Manoir de Belmont, Adj. Westmount

Home at the Crystal, Ville-Marie

Prime location, Westmount

BED: 4 BATH: 3

BED: 3 BATH: 3 GAR: 2 MLS 25573952

BED: 2 BATH: 2 GAR: 2 MLS 11970047

BED: 4 BATH: 3 GAR: 3 MLS 10101407

BED: 2 BATH: 1 MLS 18829137

Patricia Lallier**

Karen Karpman*

Louise Latreille*

Cassian Bopp

Saguy Elbaz*

514.892.7653

514.239.1898

«

RECENTLY REDUCED

514.497.8218

PRESTIGIOUS UNITS

514.577.2009

»

INTRODUCING

NEW PRICE
$2,463,500 - $15,024,600 (+ txs)

$1,160,000

$4,450,000

Tour Des Canadiens 3, Ville-Marie

Magniﬁcent penthouse, Ville-Marie

Designer Penthouse, Ville-Marie

1111 Atwater, Westmount

BED: 2 BATH: 2 MLS 19635121

BED:2 BATH: 2 GAR: 3 MLS 14755917

BED: 3 BATH: 3 GAR: 2 MLS 24391034

SALES PAVILION: 2307 RENÉ-LÉVESQUE BOUL. W.

Géraldine Libraty *

Anne Ben-Ami (Madar)* 514.726.3037

Stefano Bizzotto

Cyrille Girard*

514.962.5563

514.952.9115

$3,989,000 + txs

514.962.3539

514.582.2810

$1,775/mo

Waterfront Jardin 3,
Verdun / Île-des-Soeurs
BED: 0 BATH: 1 GAR: 1 MLS 19769322

Christiane Savaria**

«

PRESTIGIOUS UNITS

514.830.6415

»

NEW PRICE

SOLD

$889,000

$1,250,000

$1,650,000

$4,500/mo

2 levels & terrasses,
Le Plateau-Mont-Royal

Spectacular corner residence,
Golden Square Mile

Cachet and Style, Ville-Marie

Golden Square Mile, Ville-Marie

Exceptional condo, Westmount

BED: 4 BATH: 2 MLS 10234309

BED: 2 BATH: 2 GAR: 1 MLS 25726452

BED: 3 BATH: 2+2

BED: 4 BATH: 2 GAR: 1 MLS 25851246

BED: 3 BATH: 2 MLS 14260387

JJ Jacobs**

Gabriel Pliva 

Phyllis A. Tellier **

Marie-Josée Rouleau* 514.660.6682

Monica Genest*
Victoria Marinacci*

514.923.5383

«

514.924.4062

514.817.7020

514.400.0280

PRESTIGIOUS UNITS

»

$2,778,000

$1,200,000

$480,000

$830,000

Impeccably renovated, Ville-Marie

Superior custom-built home,
Côte-des-Neiges / Notre-Dame-de-Grâce

Exceptional condo at Le Central,
Ville-Marie

Turnkey 2 Bedroom condo,
Côte Saint-Luc

Splendid 2,185 ft² unit, Saint-Lambert

BED: 4 BATH: 2 MLS 25227454

BED: 2 BATH: 2 MLS 10836554

BED: 2 BATH: 2 MLS 14319288

Navid Changizi

Jiesi Zhou

Laurie Tenebaum*

Anne Marineau
Zoë Vennes**

BED: 4 BATH: 3+2 MLS 24443579

David Wilkes*

WHISTLER

514.947.5152

VICTORIA OAKVILLE


514.632.6912

NEW YORK CITY

Residential Real Estate Broker | *Real Estate Broker |

**

MIAMI

514.262.7709

LOS ANGELES

MAUI

PARIS

Certiﬁed Real Estate Broker | †Sotheby’s International Realty Québec LK | Agency |

††

$685,000

BED: 3 BATH: 2 MLS 13674014

514.248.7272

CANNES

LONDON

BARCELONA

Sotheby’s International Realty Québec HR | Agency

514.400.0280

MADRID
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514.287.7434
quebec@sothebysrealty.ca
Follow us on
S O T H E B YS R E A L T Y . C A

VILLE-MARIE | MLS 24391034

«

PRESTIGIOUS UNITS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

»

«

BUS IN ESS O PPO RT UN IT IES

COUN T RY PRO PR E T I ES/L A N D

»

$815,000

$3,500,000 (+ txs)

$3,995,000

$1,950,000

$3,999,000

Hidden gem,
Le Plateau-Mont-Royal

Rare corner Old Port, Ville-Marie

14-plex property, Côte-des-Neiges
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce

Waterfront estate, Estérel

Waterfront estate at 31 Mile lake,
Graceﬁeld

BED: 2 BATH: 1 MLS 11110086

Jennifer Vienneau*

MLS 19958315

BED: 2 BATH: 2 MLS 12651146

Patrick Vaillant**

Randy Naami**

514.743.5000

Danny Naami*

514.774.6917

«

BED: 4 BATH: 3 MLS 11187089

514.265.3669

COUN T RY PRO PRE T IES/ LAN D

BED: 5 BATH: 4+2 MLS 10977723

Marsha Hanna*

514.629.1000

819.425.0619

»

$780,000 (+ txs)

$18,945,000 (+ txs)

$1,999,990

$1,375,000

$1,075,000

Waterfront, Ferme-Neuve

Private estate of 2,639 acres with
private lake, Amherst

550 Acres, Saint-Herménégilde

Breathtaking view, Saint-Sauveur

Spacious lakefront, La Minerve

MLS 20568979

BED: 3 BATH: 3 MLS 23598380

LAC LABELLE MLS 24123688

LOT: 2,639 acres MLS 27238269

Pierre Brunet **
Nanyunzi Zheng *

Stephane Larrivée*

Raymond Dalbec**

LOT: 31 ACRES MLS 11448407

Lynne Leclair

514.570.8998

Herbert Ratsch††

514.884.8269

514.248.8032
514.886.8377

01

514.809.8466

819.425.4568

LO CA L E X P E R T I S E
With top agents in 30 offices nationwide, we are Canada’s premier real

5 Advantages
of working
with Sotheby’s
International Realty
Québec

WESTMOUNT | 1111 ATWATER

estate company, trusted to represent the country’s premier homes.
0 2 I C O N I C B R A N D VA L U E
Elevate your home with marketing that reﬂects Sotheby’s
timeless prestige and quality.
0 3 U N R I VA L L E D G LO B A L M A R K E T I N G
1 billion+ online impressions annually & access to pre-eminent publications,
including: sothebysrealty.com, sothebysrealty.ca, Wall Street Journal,
Bloomberg, Financial Times, Sotheby’s and Sotheby’s Preferred magazines.
0 4 P R OV E N R EC O R D O F E XC E L L E N C E
Ranked the #1 most trusted brand in residential real estate1, our
reputation reﬂects exemplary expertise and service.
0 5 L U X U RY AT E V E RY P R I C E
Receive the highest caliber of service and marketing, regardless of your home’s
neighbourhood or price. 75%+ of the homes we represent are under $1 million.
¹

ROME

PRAGUE

ST-PETERSBURG

MOSCOW

BUENOS AIRES

MONTEVIDEO

Lifestory Research, 2021 America’s Most Trusted® Study

CAPE TOWN

Real Estate Agency. Independently owned and operated.

DUBAI

HONG KONG

SINGAPORE

TOKYO
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Get tested, even
if you’ve been vaccinated.

If you’ve been exposed to COVID-19
or you have COVID-like
symptoms such as:

Fever

Cough

Loss of smell
or taste

Follow self-isolation
guidelines and get tested.

Let’s continue to protect ourselves.

Québec.ca/testCOVID19
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Your QR code is your
vaccination passport
If asked, show your vaccination
passport—either the print or digital version,
or in the VaxiCode app—along with a piece of ID.

To get your vaccination passport

Québec.ca/VaccinationPassport

Download VaxiCode today.
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‘Fifth’ truck strikes Greene rail bridge
By David Price

Residential | Commercial

• Free estimate
• 24-hr monitoring
• Fully licensed
• Alarm/cameras

A northbound truck struck the Greene
Ave. rail bridge south of Dorchester the
morning of October 13 (see also p. 3). It is
the fifth known strike since August 1 (see
list at right).
The Independent has previously reported
that the warning “boom” or panel that
northbound trucks used to hit before
reaching the rail bridge was gone (August
24, p. 21). It was attached to the underside
of Highway 136/ 720 and was still gone on
October 15 (see photo on p. 19).
The city of Westmount and Canadian
Pacific Rail (CP) both say that it did not belong to them.
Stacy Patenaude, manager of government affairs and communications at CP,
which owns the bridge, explained to the
Independent by email October 15, “Road
authorities are responsible for road signage.”
Quebec’s provincial ministry of Transport (MTQ) had not replied to questions
about the boom by press time.

To the best of the Independent’s knowledge, there has never been a boom for
southbound traffic.
Westmount director general Hadi
Hakim, answering via an October 15 email
from executive assistant Catherine Skinner, told the Independent that the city is responsible for the maximum “3.5 m” signs,
five of which were clearly visible when the
Independent went by the same day (see photos on p. 19).
He also communicated that the city had
put up “No truck/Local delivery only” signs
at St. Antoine and at Dorchester – meaning
that the truck drivers striking this bridge
are most likely already disregarding signage when they choose to use this section
of Greene Ave. When the Independent
checked on October 18, there were a variety
of such signs in place at St. Antoine and
Greene for northbound traffic, and ones
in place at Greene at Dorchester for southbound traffic (see photos on p. 19).
When asked about the integrity of the
bridge after all these events, Patenaude
went on to say, “Whenever CP is made

Non-exhaustive list of
Greene rail bridge strikes
• October 13 northbound truck
• October 6 southbound truck
(see Oct. 12, p. 3)
• September 29 southbound truck
(Oct. 5, p. 17)
• September 23 northbound truck
(Sept. 28, p. 23)
• August 12 northbound truck
(Aug. 24, p. 21)
• November 5, 2020 northbound
truck (Nov. 24, 2020, p. 4)
Unofficial record for shortest time:
6 days between strikes
aware of a motor vehicle making contact
with one of our bridges, we halt rail traffic
and dispatch a railroad bridge inspector to
conduct a thorough inspection. Only when
the bridge is verified safe do we resume
rail traffic.”

25 years in business

The October 13 bridge strike and aftermath.

Photos courtesy of Marjory Griffin (left) and Willem Westenberg (right and bottom).
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Top row: northbound Greene from St. Antoine; middle left: The entrance to northbound Greene from St. Antoine:
orange and white, permanent and temporary, no-truck signs – with permanent white ones at Dorchester (inset);
right: where the boom was under Highway 136/ 720 (the mounting bracket is circled), and bottom row: southbound
Greene from Dorchester. All photos October 15, except middle left, October 18.
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Police Report

Honda SUV stolen from Melville/
St. Catherine parking spot
By Martin C. Barry
Sometime between early afternoon on
October 11 to 8 am on October 12, a black
Honda SUV parked near the corner St. Catherine St. and Melville Ave. was stolen
from its on-street parking spot.
According to a police incident report
filed by investigators at Station 12 on Stanton St., the late model car’s owner had
parked at 2 pm on October 11 on the street

near his home address.
“In the morning when the plaintiff
woke up, the car was gone,” said Station 12
community relations officer Adalbert Pimentel.
The vehicle was not equipped with a
GPS tracking system, which could have
helped locate it. No broken glass was found
on the ground around the spot where the
car had been parked, suggesting it was not
broken into before being driven off.

Visit our newly located law offices in the heart of Westmount Village
CONTACT US

CIVIL LAW
CRIMINAL LAW
REAL ESTATE LAW
IMMIGRATION LAW

(514) 788-8860
EMERGENCY: (514) 831-8886
4920 De Maisonneuve Blvd W, suite 208
feldman@feldman.team

3-2 loss to Pierrefonds

Westmount Wings play ﬁrst hockey
game since pandemic’s beginning
By Martin C. Barry
The Atom AA Westmount Wings fell to
the Pierrefonds Barracudas by a score of 32 on October 16 during the hockey team’s
first inter-city hockey match of the 202122 season.
For the nine and 10-year-old players, it
was also the first game since the beginning
of the COVID pandemic more than a yearand-a-half ago. Still, they played well and
almost matched the Barracudas, who
hadn’t been out of action nearly as long.
“We only had three weeks of practice,”
head coach Shayne Jackson said in an interview with the Independent following the
game, adding that the Wings “were grinding them hard” while out on the ice with
the opponents.
Jackson said the Wings all performed
exceptionally well. “They will literally run
through a wall for me and I am really
proud of every single one of them. They
played really hard.”

According to the coach, the Barracudas
had played in several tournaments since
the beginning of last year, providing them
with an edge against the Wings.
It was also the first inter-city hockey
game held at the Westmount recreation
centre since the start of the pandemic in
March 2020.
See photo on p. 1.

We welcome
your letters

Salvatore Mastantuono.
Ventes & Services/sales & services.

REPAIR &
MAINTENANCE

Serrures de securite/security
Locks. MEDECO, ABLOY.
Boites aux lettres/mail boxes

We do restoration of:

We welcome your letters but reserve the
right to choose and edit them. Please limit
to 300 words and submit before Friday
10 am to be considered for publication
the following week.
email us at:
editor@westmountindependent.com
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 Sterling  Silverware
 Door Hardware
 Antique objects & more

Residential • Commercial • Industrial

Repair your valuables. Quality work.
Polishing, Plating & Protection.

Open for service, curbside pickup
Visit our website!

ART & MÉTAUX
514-495-1258
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HAIR
CUTS
FOR MEN
& KIDS

Demyttenaere named Warriors’ player of the month
Westmounter Juliette Demyttenaere, 13,
was chosen as September’s player of
month by the Warriors hockey organization. It is composed of three competitive
girls’ teams (U13, U15 and U18) coming
from a large area covering Valleyfield to
Outremont.

In the past, Westmount has not had a
competitive girls’ team because there were
“not enough girls,” proud mum Audrey Lovett told the Independent by phone October
13. For this reason, Demyttenaere played
Westmount boys’ Peewee BB hockey in
2019-2020, and then tried out for the War-

riors and succeeded in the last two years.
(Last year’s season was almost non-existent
due to the pandemic.) Eighteen of about
50 candidates made the Warriors’ U15
AAA squad this year, including Demyttenaere and her fellow Westmounter and
longtime friend Olivia Lee.

514.484.5987
4970 Sherbrooke St. W.
(at Claremont Ave.)

Tabagie Westmount Square
International news agent
• British & European newspapers
• Specializing in fashion & interior
design • Imported chocolates
• BELL lifestyle natural products
• Lottery tickets and maps

Westmount Square
At foot of escalator leading from/to
Greene Ave. entrance

(514) 935-7727

From left, Juliette Demyttenaere and Olivia Lee in 2019.
Screen grab courtesy of A. Lovett.

Photo courtesy of Westmount’s Sports and Recreation department.

Autumn beauty

Left, this photo was taken near Summit Woods October 14. Right, leaves photographed October 10 on Sherbrooke St. outside the YMCA. Photo courtesy of Nigel Goddard (left) and photo by Ralph Thompson (right).
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Community foundations offer tax breaks,
philanthropy expert tells Rotarians
By Martin C. Barry
At age 84, John Gallop’s experience in
philanthropy in Montreal goes way back.
At the same time, the retired Westmounter, who was a financial services advisor, remains an ardent believer in community foundations.
Gallop, who was associated for many
years with Red Feather social services and
now works closely on philanthropic causes
with the Foundation of Greater Montreal,
retired eight years ago following a career
in the management of investment portfolios.
In a webcast talk on community foundations to the Rotary Club of Westmount
on October 13, he explained some of the
differences between community foundations, which pool together donated money
into a coordinated fund dedicated to social
improvements, and private foundations,
which are endowed for the same purpose,
but by families or individuals.
“It works like a mutual fund,” he said
of the former. “Each of the donors puts
capital in, but retains control on how the

LOCAL CLASSIFIEDS
Snow Shovelling & Yard Work
Snow shovelling, raking leaves, yard & garden cleanup, adding
mulch. Text/Message Vince at 514-294-5562.

Seeking Rental
In search of coach house, unfurnished, with parking for retired
lady with small poodle, near to Sherbrooke St .514 833 4410.

Piano Instruction
Sound alphabet music theory & harmony, piano instructions,
beginners welcome. Bachelor of Arts RCM, ABRSM, TCL music
composition Post-Graduate, babakmirab47@gmail.com

Tutor Available
Tutoring & homework help, language courses & all school subjects: English, French, math, science. Adults, children. All levels
& ages. 438-813-3550.

Classified in the

INDEPENDENT
Why list your goods (or services) on
fly-by-night, who-knows-who-is-replying
websites when you can list (and sell)
locally?
Buy a classified in the

WESTMOUNT INDEPENDENT
at

www.westendclassifieds.com
Buy locally to sell locally

John Gallop, a retired investment advisor and
community foundations expert, is seen here during the Rotary Club of Westmount’s October 13
webcast.

funds in each part of the pool are used.”
Although the donor receives a tax receipt and the funds belong to the community foundation, the donor controls how
the money is spent because it is a “donoradvised fund,” he added.
While Canada’s first community foundation was established in Winnipeg in the
early 1920s, Gallop said Montreal was
much slower to get off the mark. It was
only in relatively recent years that organizers finally decided to create a community
foundation here.
Although Centraide was created in 1975
to bring together several fund-raising federations in the Montreal region (including
Red Feather), Gallop said, “The focus of
Centraide was social affairs, and there are
lots of other parts of the charity community
that are not directly touched.”

These, he said, include arts and culture,
sports and the environment, “and a community foundation could wrap all of those
things up. But there was no comparable
city-wide organization that was prepared
to do that.”
According to Gallop, it took efforts starting in the mid-1990s by two of the largest
private foundations in Montreal at the time
(the McConnell Foundation and the Chagnon Foundation) to create the Foundation
of Greater Montreal.
Elaborating on the differences between
community and private foundations, he described the latter as “really a vehicle that is
only accessible to the very wealthy,” adding
that typically at least a few million dollars
are needed going in to justify the legal setup and annual operating costs.
He said this contrasts with setting up a
community foundation endowment fund,
which “you literally could do in a day or a
week,” while potentially generating significant tax savings in a short period of time.
“There is no cost to set it up. There is
no cost to operate it, other than a management fee based on the value of the assets
in your endowment fund. So, it’s readily
accessible. A practical minimum to set up
an endowment fund is $25,000, but you
can actually start even smaller than that
with the expectation of building it up.”
While some people make a one-time
contribution to their endowment fund,
Gallop said others, like himself, start small
and use the fund to support a variety of
causes, adding a little every year.
“The concept is so good that the financial industry jumped on it,” he said, noting
that Fidelity Investments set up a special
division to assure they would not lose assets to community foundations. As such,
they offer clients the ability to transfer a
portion of personal investment funds into
a Fidelity Foundation account.

WOOD FINISHING

DOORS•FURNITURE•WOODWORK
ON-SITE SERVICE
•Specializing in
stripping & staining

ENTRANCE DOORS

– also –
•Touch-Ups & Repairs
•Kitchen Cabinets
•Fine Furniture
HENRY CORNBLIT, professional craftsman
FREE ESTIMATE 514.369.0295
www.woodﬁnishingmontreal.com

fisioMOBILE
Home-based physical therapy
Physiothérapie à domicile
for your well-being
pour votre bien-être

Filomena Pietrangelo
Bachelor of Science, Physical Therapy
OPPQ registered Physiotherapist

fisiomobile2@gmail.com

514 839-6058
Master Editions
Antiques & collectibles

Estate &
Moving Sales
We Provide
Professional Evaluations
Staging of your home
Courteous & bonded Staff
Clean-up after sale

Iona & Marvin
514-501-9072

KNIFE
SHARPENING
service

Mon.-Fri., 10-6
3412 rue St. Antoine W.,
access via Greene

Lamp Repairs
25 years’ experience
with Arevco Lighting
in Westmount
• In-home service
• Free pick-up and delivery

Call Robert at EclairSol
514-582-3906
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Westmount
A-dog-tions
Lysanne Fowler

At eight months of puppiness, Billie is
so charming! A darling black-and-white
Aussie doodle with huge brown eyes, he
melts hearts and makes everyone laugh.
Billie is presently in foster care for the
grassroots volunteer animal rescue group
Gerdy’s Rescues & Adoptions. He is so
smart, a fast learner and an active companion.
As a working and herding dog type, Billie is keen on everything an active family
with older children can share with him:
agility training, frisbee, hiking, running
and horsing around in the back yard.

Adorable Billie
Another young active doggie buddy would
be a welcome playmate also.
Billie is a cuddly pup, looking forward
to affection and attention as a loyal friend
to all. As part of socialization in his age
group, leash walk training is ongoing, as
he is exuberant in greeting everyone and
everything.
Billie is very healthy, up to date with his
vaccinations, neutered and microchipped.
He is a fast learner, and he is house-trained
and very good at play in a home backyard.
You can find out more about Billie and
have a peek at the photograph album of him
by referring to the rescue’s information
page for his adoption on their website
www.gerdysrescue.org and contacting them
at their email info@gerdysrescue.org.
Your neighbour, Lysanne

9 Lives
Lysanne Fowler

Brother Cookie
and sister
Camelia kittens

Hugging each other, playing, grooming
– there is so much to this precious duo of
sibling kittens. We have blond brother
Cookie to the left and grey sister Camelia
to the right.
So young, yet so bonded. Cookie and
Camelia are in foster care for the volunteer
animal rescue group SPCA Montérégie.
Cookie is a quiet little lion with white
slippers, enjoying big snoozes on the cat
tree in their foster home while Camelia is
an energetic and playful pearl-grey and
white cuddler, jostling her brother for a
spot of their cat tree as well.
They are both very healthy, up to date
with their inoculation and treatment programs for their young age, and sterilized.
Their favourite toys are balls with bells and
softies to chase and hide, purring and
watching everything that moves.
Please refer to the SPCA Montérégie
website for more information on Cookie
and Camelia, then do not hesitate to write
to them at adoptionspcamonteregie@
gmail.com, presenting your thoughts on
how they would fit in so beautifully in your
family and home life.
Since they are in foster care because of
their young age, they are not at the SPCA
Montérégie cattery at its 178 chemin du
Vide shelter location in St. Angèle de Monnoir at the moment so best to write to
make arrangements for visits.
2022 SPCA calendars are out
I was at Little Bear this week and, yes,
the 2022 SPCA Montérégie colourful pet
photograph calendars are available for our
new year’s planning and holiday gifting.
They are $10 each as a donation to the
shelter for their rescue animal care fund.
Please drop by Little Bear as I did at 4152

St. Catherine St (corner Greene) for your
calendars.
Your neighbour,
Lysanne

Opening sale: 20% off
Dog & cat food

Arthur Younanian
Notaire – Notary
4635 Sherbrooke West

Audit, Dispute Resolution, Litigation,
Taxpayer Relief, Voluntary Disclosure (VDP)

Westmount, QC H3Z 1G2

4071 St. Catherine St. W. (at Wood) 514 944-9044
Limited time – Details in store

Eric Luu, LL.B., B.C.L., MTAX

Tax Lawyer – Income Tax, GST & QST

Tel.: 514 931-2531
info@aynotary.ca
www.aynotary.ca

Barreau du Québec, Law Society of Ontario

514 503-7719

info@hkltax.com
https://hkltax.com
1434 Sainte-Catherine West
Unit 200, Montreal, QC H3G 1R4
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The homeless encampment under Highway 136/720
is back, as seen October 15 from Atwater. It was gone
when the Independent checked in June of last year
(see July 7, 2020, p. 30) and occupied two years ago
(see June 18, 2019, p. 15).

Vaccine passports not a problem for the homeless, say shelter operators
By Martin C. Barry
While some homeless shelter operators
were initially concerned about the impact
that vaccine passports would have on the
homeless, the directors of two Montreal
shelters agree that most issues regarding
the homeless and vaccine passports have
been worked out.
Early last month as the Quebec government was launching its vaccine passport
program, the Old Brewery Mission issued
a statement expressing concern that the
homeless could find themselves facing restrictions because of the passports.
Although the government decided to
exempt the homeless from having to show
a passport for many non-essential services,
Old Brewery Mission CEO James Hughes
noted that the difference between “essential” and “non-essential” was not clearly
defined.

In an interview with the Independent,
Hughes said the exemption question was
one of several issues the mission was initially concerned about. “Our business at
Old Brewery Mission is to solve homelessness and we do that by helping people get
housing,” he said.
“The last thing we wanted to see was a
landlord saying you can’t see the dwelling,
you can’t rent an apartment, without showing your passport. So, we clarified that with
the provincial government and they have
made very clear that housing of all kinds –
including temporary housing, transitional
housing and permanent housing – are
essential services, so the passport is not
required.”
The Quebec health ministry also confirmed that homeless people are not
required to present a vaccine passport at
non-essential services such as restaurants,
film theatres, food courts and other ser-

vices.
“We’ve heard no complaints so far,” said
Hughes, adding that the food and beverage
sectors appear to have been receptive to
the ruling.
Hughes said teams at the Old Brewery
Mission have been printing out vaccine
passports at two points of service for individuals without a cell phone or phone plan,
while also accompanying people to CLSCs
to help them obtain proof of vaccination.
‘So far so good’
Sam Watts, CEO of the Welcome Hall
Mission, agreed that vaccine passports
have not developed into an issue for Montreal’s homeless population. “In most
cases, the services that are needed by
people experiencing homelessness do not
require a passport,” he said in an e-mail response to questions from the Independent.
“This has been raised as a ‘concern’ in

the past, but we have not yet encountered
any verifiable occasions where service was
denied to a person experiencing homelessness by virtue of the absence of documentation or a passport … If there is an incident
where service is refused, I suspect we
would hear about it. In other words, so far
so good.”
According to Watts, the Welcome Hall
Mission has been supplying laminated
cards to vaccinated clients, offering a proof
of vaccination for them. He said the
mission is currently advocating strongly
for the establishment of recurring funding
to address the needs of people.
“We adhere to the 24/ 7 principle – services need to be available 365 days a year
and 24/ 7 to be effective,” he continued. “A
‘day centre’ that closes at 3 pm can create
instability rather than resolve needs for
those living precariously. There are better
ways to serve people in need.”
The homeless encampment under Highway 136/720 stretches all the way to the
Greene Ave. overpasses, as seen from Selby
Park on October 18.
Photo: Independent.
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CEDARS Stands For Cancer Patients
OCT 17 32021
5k

Benefitting Dr. Lucy Gilbert and the DOvEEgene Project and
the groundbreaking work in the early detection and treatment
of ovarian and gynecologic cancers. We are also running and
walking in memory of Dr. Kris Jardon, a skilled surgeon and
compassionate gynecologic oncology physician.

R $1
60,E
AVENUE ROOSEVELT
OV
RAISED
AND
WALK/RUN
!
10 KM - 5 KM
NTIN- 2GKM
COUTIMED

in memory of

Dr. Kris Jardon

DONATE TO THE CAUSE
give.cedars.ca/ovarianrun

Dominique Dagenais
Co-Chair

Dr. Lucy Gilbert
Director of Gynecological Oncology, MUHC

VIRTUAL
STEP CHALLENGE
OCT 22-24, 2021
Splash & Dash is the signature event for Sarah’s Fund for Cedars that raises critical funds for the
needs of young cancer patients who are hospitalized on Sarah’s Floor,
the in-patient Hematology-Oncology division, at the Montreal Children’s Hospital.

REGISTER NOW
splashanddash.ca

CEDARS ELECTRIC CAR AND BIKE RAFFLE
Mini Cooper SE 3 Portes 2021
All Electric 2021 Mini Cooper SE 3 Door

GO Vélo Électrique Carbon CGV
iGO Carbon CGV Electric Bike

DRAW
OCT 29

PLEASE GIVE
GENEROUSLY

Valeur / Value
7 990 $ (taxes incl.)

Benefitting Opal – an application that empowers
patients throughout their cancer journey

1 Billet/Ticket 50 $
3 Billets/Tickets 100 $

Valeur / Value
56 694 $ (taxes incl.)
R.A.C.J. 431460-1

BUY TICKETS ONLINE
cedars.ca

Cedars Cancer Foundation
1310 Greene Avenue, Suite 520
Westmount, Quebec H3Z 2B2
CRA No. 10520-2501-RR-0001

cedars.ca
514-656-6662
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Retail Review

Gallery S16 takes over Bistro’s former space
Stikki Peaches, Damien Hirst and KAWS
– the artist whose appropriation of pop
culture icons made him an international
star.
A tiny bit of the fun visiting this great
new space is its site: the former site of Bistro on the Avenue. Although the S16 team
has transformed the space into a wonderful white cube, beckoning from a back corridor are tiny black-and-white floor tiles
that recall a bygone era.
Indeed, times have changed. S16 adds
energy and excitement. “We plan to have
a new show every two months. Our official
launch in November will be curated by
sales director Grégory Cancé.”
Already part of the neighbourhood vibe,
S16 will offer coffee and pastries: tasteful
bites as one takes in food for the soul.
The link with its “sister store” just down
the street is subtle, but clever. Perhaps you
like the cups from which you sipped your
coffee at S16? They are available at Maison
Westmount, which will – of course – show
the art of S16. Read about it next week.

Veronica Readgrave
Greene Ave. is changing. Rapidly.
Now supplementing last year’s opening
of a pretty ice-cream parlour are a justopened contemporary art gallery and a
wonderful luxury emporium. Gallery S16
and Maison Westmount actually have the
same owner. Smart.
Not only can the sites cross-promote but
they are complementary. Let’s start with
Gallery S16. As I admired the marble
counter espresso bar – cool! – Mike Bukacheski gave me a tour.
“We were formerly Station 16 on St.
Laurent. The building sold but we have
continued with a gallery on St. Paul in Old
Montreal and now Greene.”
The exhibits are still rooted in street art,
so the work is dynamic, witty and brilliant
– in more ways than one.
There are riffs on shiny Jeff Koons balloon dogs by Joe Suzuki, whose vivid enamel paint streaks add a new look and feel
to the recognizable shapes. Lyle Owerko’s
boom boxes fill the frame with their happy
hues.
Other artists include Mr. Brainwash,
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S16
1362 Greene Ave.
Closed Mondays
station16editions.com
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Remembering Andrew Lui, artist & gallerist

You are in good hands

By Veronica Redgrave
Often noted strolling on Greene Ave.,
Andrew Lui struck a dapper figure. Eccentrically elegant and elegantly eccentric, he
often wore a bowler hat and was always smiling. Sadly, Andrew has just passed away.
The local res was owner of Westmount’s
Gallery Han as well as a renowned artist.
Often, I was invited to his studio, where I
revelled in the pleasure of watching him
create with sprezzatura. This Italian description of making difficult things look
effortless was apt: Lui was classically
trained in Florence.
“He was such a gentle man and a gentleman,” shared long time Westmount resident Howard Hoppenheim upon hearing
the news. “We met in 2008 and occupied
[commercial] space in the same building at
Greene and St. Catherine. He would always
want me to share his wine with him and
could not believe that I was a non drinker!”
Lui’s eloquent calligraphic works are in
international museums as well as corporate and private collections. With gestural
brushstrokes evocative of his Chinese heritage, his colourful art sold out in galleries
around the world. Some collectors saw rearing horses; many simply loved the joy.
We miss your joy already.

Andrew Lui with his “The Arrival of The Queen
of Sheba II” in early 2011. Photo: Heather Black.

AESTHETIC MEDICINE CLINIC

AESTHETIC MEDICINE
VARICOSE VEIN TREATMENTS
(No medical referral required)

Plan your visit today

514 342.8346

Dr. John P. Rowen
Phlebology
Aesthetic medicine

4484 Sherbrooke W. Westmount
www.xomed.ca | info@xomed.ca

The Earl
ly Bird
Diamond Riviere Necklace featuring 26.78 cts of
premium quality diamonds in plaatinum, other sizes available

PA S S I O N AT E J E W E L L E RY S I N C E 1 9 5 4

P
Patek
Philippe · Parmigiani Fleurier
2195 Cresceent Street · 514.848.0595 · Kau
ufmanndeSuisse.ca
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Cooke edits McGill’s bicentenary A–Z pop-up book
By Jennifer Ball
McGill University in Montreal has the
enviable international moniker “Harvard
of the North.” Included among the famous
“McGillians” are James Naismith (BA
1887), Burt Bacharach (AMus’48, DMus’72)
and Leonard Cohen (BA’55, DLitt’92).
This year marks McGill’s bicentennial
anniversary and to observe the occasion,
its Rare Books & Special Collections division has published Amaze – A McGill A to
Z Experience. With design by Greg Houston and Sam Smyth, the book offers
wonders that inspire readers to interact
with McGill’s remarkable collections.

Nathalie Cooke, Amaze – A McGill A to Z Experience and the letter J.

26 curios
The editors have brought 26 curios and
affixed them to a letter from the alphabet
that can pop up or wheel whimsically,
thanks to the artistry of paper engineers.
“We were thinking about an alphabet
book as something that would be fun and
playful, and we had the ambition that we
could do a pop-up book,” Nathalie Cooke,
the project’s executive editor and long-time
Westmount resident, advised.
“It’s difficult to do a pop-up book. It
adds the element that we needed a paper
engineer. We wanted to make a playful

Manoir Westmount
A Project of The Rotary Club of Westmount

A great place to live, in a perfect location.

Very affordable all inclusive rates…
 All meals
 Daily tea
 Daily housekeeping
 Personal Laundry

 Medication distribution
 24 hour security
 24 hour nurse
 Extensive activity programme

book, most of all.”
It took the project team three months
of looking at different paper engineers and
pop-up artists until they settled on Papersmyths of the UK. Very few of Papersmyths’ competitors were willing to take
the book from start to finish and to see it
through to printing.
A husband-and-wife team, Alison and
Iain Smyth also had a trusted associate
who was brought in to design the book’s
cover. He was introduced as just “Sam,”
Cooke said, “and when we realized that his
last name was Smyth, it became clear that
we were dealing with a very talented son.”
Assemblages amassed over two centuries do result in quite the trove. There

are more than 250,000 artifacts in the
McGill collections and so the editors chose
milestone moments in the evolution of the
university to help with the contraction.
While images of convocations, the evolution of the martlet emblem, a 200-year-old
Columbian printing press and yearbooks
curve majestically through the pages, the
sporting life graduates summa cum laude.
James Naismith played rugby-football
and took over as director of physical training at McGill in 1889, before inventing a
diversion in 1891 that is now known as basketball. “McGill is very proud of its role in
the development of sports. There is a little
debate around this because basketball may
not have been invented at McGill, but

WE WILL EXCEED
YOUR EXPECTATIONS!

Manoir Westmount Inc.
4646 Sherbrooke Street West
Westmount, QC H3Z 2Z8
For an appointment to view, please call

514.937.3943
www.manoirwestmount.ca

McGill had an important role to play.”
“What learning can happen when libraries play” is the book’s bold conceit.
McGill students would surely agree that
cliches of libraries as musty, austere
spaces, where owlish ladies tut-tut at the
slightest sound, needs to be retired. When
the new McGill library opens – the plans
will be unveiled soon – it will be a transformative place. Light, airy and welcoming.
Where podcasts are just as likely to be recorded and Zoom meetings transpire as
the probing of a book’s pages would.
The book can be purchased for $49.99
directly from ROAAr, by emailing rare
books.library@mcgill.ca, or through Le
James, the McGill university bookstore.

EVI HO

514-862-7718
eviho@outlook.com

ANNE-MARIE LARUE

514-919-0877

amlarue@uniserve.com

We welcome your calls !
REAL ESTATE BROKERS

RE/MAX Action Inc Agency – Westmount

We compound medication for your pet
Flavoured medicine, chosen format (capsules, treats/pastes,
liquids, creams). Its not just hiding a pill in a piece of food!

PEARSON & COHEN-TENOUDJI
Pharmacy

5025 Sherbrooke W. (between Claremont & Grey) Suite 102
(ground floor entrance) H4A 1S9 – 5144842222

514-933-4141
Serving Westmount and
Montreal families with the
highest quality of homecare.
At home, in residences, in
hospitals for over 20 years.
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this is
i what
h th
has d
deﬁned
ﬁ d our
business approach for over 35 years. It is central to how we manage
portfolios, control risk, identify opportunities and build relationships.
At the Kent Group, we customize each client portfolio so that it
is speciﬁcally tailored to meet your needs and expectations. Our
personal approach, combined with our outstanding portfolio
management, is why the Kent Group is the largest discretionary
portfolio management group at RBC Dominion Securities across
Canada, with over $5 billion in assets under management.

To mee
et with us, please call:
Jean-François Dion,
Vice President & Directorr,, Portfolio Managerr,,
or Sholom Tabak,
Vice President & Wealth Advisor,
at 514-878-4216
1 Place Ville Marie, Montreal
kentwealth.com

It’s time.
If you are seeking outstanding portfolio management and
comprehensive wealth management, we would be pleased to
discuss how we can put our experience to work for you.
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Client Testimonial

JILL PRÉVOST

“We couldn’t have made a better choice for
our agent than Jill. We truly felt like she had
our best interests at heart and wanted to ﬁnd
us not only a good home but the right home
for our family’s needs.” – J+D | WESTMOUNT

WHAT YOU SHOULD BE DOING NOW!
OVER & UNDER

WRAP & ROLL

The roof should be checked for leaks,

Last chance to clean windows to a shine,

The furnace checked for tweaks,

Drain your hose and outside water line,

Clean the ﬁlters + drain your A/C,

Wrap your garden furniture tight,

Make sure water ﬂows through gutters easily!

Decorate your home for Halloween night!

DON’T “LEAVE IT” TOO LONG...

PAY IT FORWARD

Put all the stuff in the garden away,

Time to organize all your stuff,

Only rake leaves on the very last day,

Decide how much of each is enough,

Plant bulbs and fertilize your cedars,

Pay it forward and do a good deed,

Fill up all your bird feeders!

Donate to those in need.

I’m here to help. If this period of uncertainty
has you thinking about your next chapter. Call me.

Let’s write your next chapter TOGETHER...
Visit all my properties

jillprevost.com
R E A L E S TA T E B R O K E R

514.591.0804
Groupe Sutton Centre-Ouest
Real Estate Agency

